
Last season, however, he really '

came into his own. With Scott, Benz
and Russell he composed the Big
Four, and was a powerful factor in
keeping the local crew above the
fifty-fift- y mark.

Some of Cicotte's success is due to
the manner in which he guards his
position in the field. Opposing batters
cannot lay down bunts with much
confidence of landing on first when
the little Frenchman is out on the
mound. He is agile as a cat, cool,
and on top of the ball from the jump.

An evidence of this came in- the
sixth inning yesterday, and averted
danger which might have resulted in
enough runs to give a victory to the
Naps.

Doc Johnston opened with a sin-

gle, one of the seven Nap hits. Turner
pushed a bunt toward first. It got
past Cicotte, and he looked to see if
Blackburne was in position ,to re-

trieve the dribbler and toss to Chase
for the put-ou- t. Russell was too far
out to make the play.

Without hesitating Cicotte dashed
for the pill. His back was toward
first base as he reached it, but with-
out turning he flipped the pill with a
backhand motion squarely into
Chase's mitt, exterminating Turner
and holding Johnston at second.

It was a quickly thought out and
wonderfully well executed piece of
work. It marked the aifference be-

tween the pitcl ; who puts nine men
in the field and the lad who only
stands out there to fool the batsmen

'with his curves and hpoks.
As Cleveland later scored its only

run in this inning, the worth of Cicot-

te's work can be seen at a glance.
Game No. 2 did noi dim the fierce

blaze of glory with which the Sox
busted open the season. All of them
were still there with the swell stops
and the psychological hits.

There was still the new air of de-

termination in their batting, and they
acted as though they could go out
and get the runs if needed. With C-

icotte pitching they only needed a
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couple. Eddie was started with the
lead, and as son as the Naps tied it
the locals came along and put them-
selves one ahead.

Weaver, Collins and Blackburne
manufactured the hits that scored the
runs,. Cicotte drove Weaver in once
and 'was sent in himself by Black
burne.

Buck cared for 1"! chances at short
and messed one. Tom Daly got an-

other hit, a ringing single:
Jack Graney of the Naps was pres

ent with another triple and also a sin
gle. Both of his hits were wasted be-

cause of the failure of his colleagues
to solve Cicotte.

After today we will have three
teams regularly in fray, for Chifeds
bust their season with a game in Kan-

sas City. Tinker tuned his crew' up
with an exhibition game in Princeton
yesterday, and landed them in the
Missouri city this morning, ready to
show the inhabitants how the great
game of glorified rounders should be
put on.

Here's the way the locals will line
up: Flack, cf; Zeider, 3b; Tinker, ss;
Beck, lb; Zwilling, If; Wickland, rf;
Farrell, 2b; Wilson, c; Hendrix, p.

Every man in the combination is
in excellent shape. (Not once this
year have we referred to the pink of
condition.) Hendrix, who will do the
shooting, went to Kansas City ahead
of the main crew, and has had a good
rest to point him for the occasion.

Stbvall will probably use Packard,
the former Red southpaw, to stop the
Chifeds; and there is a possibility that
Ted Easterly, ex-S- pinch hitter ex-

traordinary, may do the receiving.
Kansas City promises another big

opening crowd, and fans were in line
at the new park early this mprning,
waiting for the gates tt open. So far
the several Fed openings have more
than favorably compared with the or-

ganized wing, as regards crowds, and
certainly the games have been hotly
contested.

That is the secret of success for the
newcomers. Their class is of small
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